Save PECOSA Campaign, Call for Global Social Boycott of PECOSA EC 2018-20 Members
Academy of Motion Picture Arts would have been irreparably tainted, if they had had not
barred Harvey Weinstien, waiting for a court conviction decision. But, the Moral Values of
Industry were sufficient to impose a ban, on the basis of allegations alone. We are pained to
disclose that PECOSA Executive Committee 2018-2020 has been set aside, declared Null and
Void, AB Initio by the Court, still they continue to operate in contempt of the court decision. The
court case was filed after they indulged in gross manipulation, in total disregard of the approved
bylaws of PECOSA. Inspite of the impending court case no work has been completed in the last 2
years. Neither they work, nor they allow anyone else to finish many incomplete tasks like EVoting approved by AGM 2017.
While we applaud those who respected the court judgment and Cancelled Diwali Meet, we
wonder what are the compulsions of Houston Organising Committee, that they are still allowing
PECOSA EC members to take active part in the Proceedings. Its Ironic that People who want to
take the Credit for Houston Meet have not even Sent Bulk Emails informing our Global Alumni
about the Event. What has happened to our Moral Compass? Have we forgotten our "Honesty
Pledge"? It will be extremely unfortunate and embarrassing for everyone, when people who
have destroyed PECOSA are allowed to attend, especially when the imprtant functionaries from
PEC are also going to attend.

No Bulk emails sent to 10000 alumni. Shocking!! Isn't It??

The Organisers were timely informed, Vide Poll, in our Facebook Group on Sept 2nd, that more
than 59.5 % people had not received intimation about Houston Event from any source. Our Poll
held on Oct 14th shockingly reveals that till today no Bulk Emails have been sent from
president@pecosa.in to latest cleaned database of more than 10,000 alumni members
available with them now. Technology Challanged people are holding our Entire Alumni
Community to Ransom and still dont even feel sorry. Hence we are calling for a Global Social
Boycott of people who have brought unimaginable loss and disrepute to PEC and PECOSA. The
Organisation which should be the biggest asset to its alma mater is totally dysfunctional. Please
help us in rebuilding PECOSA. PECOSA needs your active participation and help now. We need
your help. We can't do this alone. Please share our appeal/message in your PEC alumni circle.

The Indian Legal System has spent precious 37 dates/hearings in last 14 months. Please
respect and abide by the Court Decision. For details Check www.pecosa.org
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